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ESA ARIADNA STUDY: 

  -    Analytical perturbative theories of motion in highly inhomogeneous  

        gravitational  fields (Francesco Biscani) 
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Three masses in Lagrangian configuration, 

(Sun-Jupiter-624Hektor-Spacecraft) 
 

* new, general, analytical WSB theory 

   =>estimation of the ‘stable’ zone around a Trojan    

 * INSIDE: Inhomogeneous CR2BP , analitic closed  

    form perturbative theories in highly inhomogeneous gravitational  fields   

   => frozen orbits  

* OUTSIDE: Lagrangian CR4BP +Low thrust,  

   =>artificial non-Keplerian orbits 
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Three masses in Lagrangian configuration, 

(Sun-Jupiter-624Hektor-Spacecraft) 
 

* new, general, analytical WSB theory 

   =>estimation of the ‘stable’ zone around a Trojan    

 * INSIDE: Inhomogeneous CR2BP , analitic closed  

    form perturbative theories in highly inhomogeneous gravitational  fields   

   => frozen orbits  

• OUTSIDE: Lagrangian  

   =>artificial non-Keplerian orbits 
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Present 
AstroNet-II project: 

- Dissipative effects on Attitude Dynamics.  

- Analytical and numerical approaches : 

      perturbative and Kam theories, quasi-periodic approximations, 

      Lyapunov exponents, frequency analysis and Greene's method.  

=>accurate description of the dynamics  

 

Extend to the rotational dynamics  & include dissipative effects. 

       periodic attractors 

       invariant tori  

       basins of attraction of the different resonances.    
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